Pairing with your Constellation Connect Hub

1. Enter the device wizard on your mobile app or online account
2. Select Glass Break Sensor from the list of available devices
3. Follow the in-app or online account instructions to begin the pairing process with the Constellation Connect Hub
4. Your Glass Break Sensor is successfully connected to your Constellation Connect Hub and will appear as a device in the device list
5. (Optional) Follow the online or in-app instructions to name your Glass Break Sensor and assign it to a room

Wall mounting

1. If not already installed, insert the batteries
2. With the cover off, place the base of the detector on the adjacent or opposite wall from the window being protected
3. Before mounting the base, ensure that the test button will be in the downward position
4. Use the 3 plastic wall anchors (provided) to mount the base of the detector to the wall
5. Holding the cover, align the imprinted arrows
6. Use a clockwise twist motion to lock the cover into place

IMPORTANT: Always mount the detector so the test button is in the downward position.

A. Tamper Switch
B. Battery compartments (RED tabs located behind compartments)

For additional information, please contact us
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